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TOKYO DRIFT (the Munka Menological Method) 
 
“Memories and thoughts age, just as people do. But certain thoughts can never 

age, and certain memories can never fade.”  
-Haruki Murakami 
 
I like to imagine Charles Munka, new daughter strapped into her baby bjorn, with 

a bandolier of conte’, inks, pencils and pastels, slung across his shoulders, sheaf of 
papers in hand, wandering the streets of Tokyo. His specific vision of the urban 
detritus and evidence of local culture locked into his artistic periscope, which has 
served him well on 3 continents and numerous cities. 

Certainly he is redefining the term Frottage from its traditional meaning: the 
technique or process of taking a rubbing from an uneven surface to form the basis 
of a work of art. Into; the act of being a French artist with paper and filthy hands, 
scaring the bejesus out of overly curious Japanese housewives in residential 
neighborhoods of Tokyo. Truth be told this has been a long a journey for the artist 
and in many ways a homecoming.  

 
I first met Charles Munka when we were both doing hard time in artistic 

purgatory in that still developing cultural wasteland called Hong Kong. With recent 
stints in Shanghai and Beijing, Munka had almost accidentally washed ashore, like 
so many of us, in HK. He had a 7 flight walk up studio in Mongkok, which had 
previously housed a local family and like the inherent architecture of that space, his 
artistic production, to my eyes was a cluttered free for all of paintings, drawings 
transfers and found object interventions.  

The artist who was born in raised in Lyon, while never having had significant 
formal training had already developed a specific perception that remains to this 
day, urbane, darkly poetic and sophisticated beyond his years.  Munka started his 
career in aesthetics in the graphic arts, and as a teenager had on a whim, decided 
to move to the far-east, Tokyo to be specific, with little more than a voyager’s 
backpack and huge appetite for Manga. 

 
It has been a fascinating privilege to watch the artist develop. Soon after moving 

out of that initial studio, Munka moved to a far more generous space in Tai Kok Tsui 
and whether coincidental or evolutionary, his work became  



more focused and refined. He set down the neo-pop paintings and the found 
object interventions, and discovered a process of transferring images via simple 
architectural layout printers and acrylic polymer based on his personal photos, 
which he would take while wandering the streets of Hong Kong. 

This coincided with his use of social media apps like Instagram, which make all 
its users into personal curators of their smartphone’s output.  

 
As the evolution of his transfer process accelerated past the first few simple 

experiments, fatefully, the artist discovered a certain brand of carbon transfer 
paper, which gave birth to a fantastic series of work, tesseract-ually akin to 
Dansaekhwa. 

 
But all the while Munka, longed to go back to Tokyo where it had all started for 

him. Married and far more mature, he had the opportunity to leave the sweltering 
climates of southern China and so he flew back to the land of his original 
inspiration. 

 
The most recent work has found Munka again transitioning from the idea of what 

a transfer can be. While the bulk of his work in Hong Kong and Shanghai had relied 
on an updated version of Rauschenberg’s photographic benzene transfers, here in 
Tokyo the artist has taken a decisive step forward. Moving from transfer, to 
exchange, he directly takes physical rubbings from his subject matter and in this 
way distills the experiential sharing of his geolocal. Roaming Bunkyo Ku, where his 
studio is located, he has taken neo-historical rubbings of manhole covers, electric 
poles, street plates, and had a particular fascination with the varying textures of the 
suburban walls that are specific and prevalent all over Japan. 

 
Simultaneously, the artist has launched an instagram journal of his daily routine, 

sharing the photojournalistic experience of his meanderings and perhaps laying the 
groundwork for the first textural guidebook of Tokyo. Distinctively updating and 
defining the 2 methods of virtual and practical documentation and as he always 
does, creating a bridge between Paleolithic and cutting edge Contemporary 
techniques. 

 
Since the turn of the 20th century, there have been numerous cultural exchanges 

of French - Japanese culture. There is a long documented shared aesthetic 
appreciation that the artists of the 2 countries have always had for each other. 
While Charles Munka is certainly not the first and will definitely not be the last to 
forge through this frontier, his is a particular vision that creates living memories of 
the over looked and forgotten. Combining Japan’s famously celebrated eye for 
detail, and the French traditions of Courbet’s poetic and gritty realism, Munka’s 
artistic vision is a much needed and long over due offering to an on going 
conversation.  
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